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Topics

• CAS involvement in parenting cases
• CAS role in high conflict family disputes
• Background to development of AFCC-O Guide and Template
• Possible use of these resources by child protection counsel & staff

• Tensions in developing parenting plans
• Consider a few specific clauses, including Covid 19
• Covid 19 crisis and litigation
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CAS Involvement in “Parenting Cases”
• Many CAS cases are “Parenting Cases” that fall into the two groups below:

• (1) Cases where children are removed from the home of Parent A, and are
placed with Parent B or Kin; or,
• (2) High conflict custody and access disputes

• Supporting families to devise and implement plans (informally or formally)
that address decision-making responsibilities (major and minor) and
parenting time (regular and holiday schedule), as well as communication, can
prevent and decrease conflict.
• Consideration of a ”parenting plan” should start at an early stage in the case –
investigation? Removal? Transfer to on-going? …. Rather than at the end.
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Helping Develop Parenting Plans

• When arriving at parenting arrangements should
consider using the AFCC-O Parenting Plan Guide
and Template
• Edwards v. Robinson, 2020 ONSC 2956; Justice
Jarvis orders that the AFCC-O Guide and Template
be provided to the parents to assist them to resolve
parenting issues
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Some CAS Statistics

Ontario Incidence Study of Reported Child Abuse
(OIS) 2018 (M. Saini):
• 19,859 investigation in Ontario that year were identified as
ongoing/custody access disputes
• 13% of all maltreatment related investigations
Catholic Children’s Aid Society Statistics
• 2018-2019 CCAS placed 73 children in kinship arrangements
• 2018-2019 CCAS obtained 76 s.102 CYFSA custody orders
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Questions about CAS role

From the perspective of the CAS and the parent(s) / Kin, which answers are “true”?
• The CAS is neutral and does not pick sides?

• When children are removed from Parent A and placed with Parent B or kin,
the decision-making responsibilities should flow to the new caregivers?
• Parents understand that the Society’s approach may change over time – initially the
mandate is to return the children to Parent A. Subsequently, the CAS may pivot and
support the new placement. Do parents understand the point at which the Society
changes its position?
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Questions continued

• Where the CAS initially supports one plan but later obtains new information and
supports another plan, parties should accept that this is reasonable?
• A final custody order is never final?
• A newer but shorter status quo may hold more weight than an older but longer
status quo?
• A without prejudice or temporary parenting order may, in fact, have prejudice and
form the basis for a final order?
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Context – CAS Role in Parenting Cases
• When children are removed from Parent A, and the CAS’s mandate is find a
placement within the family or community.
• Initially the placement is temporary, but the effect is often long-term
• Parent B may get through the back door (primary care of the children) what
he/she could not get from the Court under the CLRA or on consent
• The children may be placed with Parent B, B’s family, or A’s family (from whom
he/she is estranged)
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The Context continued

• Parent A may feel despair, disempowerment and alone particularly where:
• the Court has been involved;

• Parent A has lost his/her role as decision-maker and caregiver of the children;
• The children are moved away from the neighbourhood;
• The Society expects significant work to be done to address the parenting concerns;
• Parent A’s access is limited:
• Supervised;
• At the discretion of the Society;
• As agreed to by the caregivers in consultation with the Society; and/or
• In consideration of the children’s wishes;

• The AFCC-Ontario Parenting Plan Guide and Template Can Help !!
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Context – High Conflict Cases - Increase in
Shared Parenting & Separations

• Increase in Canada in various forms of shared parenting
including joint legal custody & shared custody (60/40),
will likely increase under Bill C-78
• Also increase in “high conflict cases”
• Causes of increase in conflict may include:
• Greater role for Dads means greater potential for
post-separation conflict?
• Increase in rates of personality disorder?
• Culture & internet?

Number of Canadian Family Law Cases by
Search Term (Westlaw)

Year
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008

"high
conflict
"
243
204
220
263
217
169
128
144
122
131
91
70

"high conflict" OR "warfare" OR
"battle" OR "fight" OR
"acrimony" OR "hostility"
531
516
516
567
544
466
473
435
410
381
328
10
289

(Birnbaum, Bala & Beer, 2020)

CAS Involvement in High Conflict Family Cases

• CAS’s increasingly involved in high conflict cases
– Investigation & service provision

– Reports from police, schools etc.

– Potential for domestic violence & abuse of children
– Parents make allegations of abuse or neglect against former partners, step-parents etc.
• Both founded & unfounded allegations

• Relatively high rates of unfounded allegations, but also founded case
• ”emotional abuse

• “Expert evidence will usually be required” to establish emotional harm

Jewish CFS Toronto v AK (2014), Sherr J

• How often does CAS have to investigate?

• Should CAS commence CYFSA proceedings?

– May depend on agency resources & expertise
– Usually each parent alone would be adequate
• Should agency consider removal from both?

– Will agency “choose” one parent? How?
– Will CAS remain “neutral”? How?
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Challenge for CPA workers
(Saini et al, 2015: n= 208)

• Different dynamic from usual CAS cases & often more challenging
• Less “history” than typical CAS cases
• Only about 1/3 of CAS workers had training for this type of case
• Lack of clear policies at many CASs
• CPA workers views of parents in these cases
• Physical violence not major protection concern (only 10/175),
but verbal aggression common
• Parents have limited insight into effect of their behaviour & conflict on their
children
• Often “manipulative,” put pressure on workers, more likely to complain to
supervisors
• Higher income, education and social status than other clients, but less likely to
be eligible for legal aid
• “ Self-representation (which) increases the confusion and anger/animosity
felt by people.”
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Challenge for CPA workers (2)
(Saini et al, 2015)

’ Most CPA workers recognize need to focus on protection issues and not
make custody recommendations
’While possible protection concerns, also awareness that CFSA
proceeding is “intrusive”
’“Our role is not to determine who is the best parent.”
’ Cases take more time and emotional energy for workers
’More frequent allegations, counter-allegations and contacts
’ “Perpetual crisis”

’More stressful than other cases
’Children “caught in the middle” and may have shifting positions
’ Need to maintain perception of neutrality
’“Being a champion for one parent over the other always backfires.”
’ Problem of other professionals not seeing them as “allies”
’Pressure from parents’ lawyers to “take sides”
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Role of CAS in High Conflict Separations

•

Concurrent proceedings raise challenges
Family judge may report abuse concerns to CAS and “encourage” agency involvement,
but cannot order CAS to provide service - Fiorito v. Wiggins, 2015 ONCA 729

•

CAS need for training & policies

•

Helpful to report to both parents on on-going investigations and conclusions that can be
shared with court (letter & if needed testimony)

•

Need for services for high conflict separation cases

•

•

•

Family Group Conferences and mediation

•

Focus parents on their children

Maintain “open mind” as case progresses
•

Focus on protection and not deciding who is “better parent”

•

But must not assume all allegations in context of parental separation unfounded

• The AFCC-Ontario Parenting Plan Guide and Template Can Help !!
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Context For AFCC-O Guide and Template

• Bill C-78 (Divorce Act reforms & similar expected CLRA amendments)
• Need for Canadian/Ontario terminology & context
• Arizona Guide based on equal parenting time presumption
• Department of Justice materials are useful, but have limitations
• Concern about developmentally inappropriate schedules
• AFCC-O prepared Guide & Template:
• Intended to allow professionals to refer clients for “homework” as well for SRLs
• Ontario focus, including links to mediation & legal services;
• Age-specific discussion of schedules, but not “guidelines”
• Advice on pros/cons & variations of terms;
• Word Document that can be readily modified
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Bill C-78 to come into force in 2020

• Bill C-78: Divorce Act amendments (CLRA will also be amended)
• 16.6 (2) “parenting plan means a document or part of a document that contains
the elements relating to parenting time, decision-making responsibility or
contact to which the parties agree.”
• New concepts replace “custody” & “access”
• Parenting time and parental decision-making

• More detail and nuance than “custody” and “access”
• ”Parenting plans” recognized
• New obligations on parents to consider harm of conflict on children & consider
“family dispute resolution” (non-court)
• New obligations on lawyers to advise parents to focus on best interests of child
and try to settle with ADR
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Bill C-78 – the Challenge

• Desirable to change concepts and encourage ADR, especially for
moderate & lower conflict
• But for the high conflict minority who may litigate, new concepts mean
a more complex role for lawyers and judges than simply awarding
“custody” to one parent.
• Especially challenging as number of “high conflict” cases are increasing
• The Guide and Template have utility for parents in all cases.
• BUT in cases with domestic violence, substance abuse issues,
personality ordered partners etc., vulnerable parents should not be
cautioned against direct negotiation. (The materials include cautions)
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Parenting plans vs “custody orders”

Parenting plan suggests

• focus on parental role & responsibilities rather than rights
• often parental agreement vs judicially imposed

•plan may have provisions that are useful and will be honoured, but could not be
effectively enforced by a court
•flexibility as circumstances change
• possibility of “try out”
• if court-> judicial role – case manage & remain seized
• a plan is likely not to be “once and for all”
• vary without lawyers or courts, if appropriate
• lower standard for court variation if “review provision” s. 16.1(5)
• if no agreement, each parent could file their proposed plan as part of application
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•
•
•
•

Task Force Process

AFCC-O Board appoints Task Force in Fall of 2018
Phone meetings and drafts January – December 2019
External reviewers & consultation with membership, judges and others
Task Force membership
• Nicholas Bala, Law professor, Kingston (Chair)
• Rachel Birnbaum, Social Work professor, London
• Brian Burke, family lawyer, Toronto
• Crystal George, Co-ordinator of Social Services, Aamjiwnaang First Nation, Sarnia
• Kim Harris, psychologist, London
• Andrea Himel, family lawyer, adjudicator & mediator, Toronto
• Carolyn Leach, Children’s Lawyer, Toronto
• Rana Pishva, psychologist, Ottawa
• Michael Saini, Social Work professor, University of Toronto
• Jennifer Wilson, family lawyer, Toronto
• Released Jan. 15, 2020
• Future tweaks possible
• https://afccontario.ca/parenting-plan-project
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AFCC-Ontario Guide and Template
https://afccontario.ca/parenting-plan-project

• NEVER CONTEMPLATED ANY PANDEMIC

• Parenting Plan Guide [not Guidelines]
• General advice on post-separation co-parenting & communication
• Value ADR, including mediation, settlement, but also caution if dv, significant mental health or
substance abuse issues
• Ages, development stages & schedules
• 0-9mo; 9-18 mo; 18-36 mo; 3-5 yrs; 6-9 yrs; 10-12 yrs; 13-15 yrs; 16-17 yrs
• common issues
• Regular vs holiday schedule
• Decision-making & dispute resolution
• Social Media
• Variation & Review
• etc
• Parenting Plan Template
• Possible clauses for most common issues
• Alternatives for many
• Word Document that any user can adapt or modify
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Resources for professionals assisting
parents making plans

• In high conflict cases, it may be useful to suggest some reading or resources. Many
“self help” books (including Justice Harvey Brownstone, Tug of War, 2009).
• Free online resources:
• Justice Canada, Making plans: A guide to parenting arrangements after
separation or divorce - How to put your children first
• http://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/fl-df/parent/mp-fdp/En-Parenting_Guide.pdf
• Child & spousal support: www.mysupportcalculator.ca
• Now add: https://afccontario.ca/parenting-plan-project
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Guide
• General advice on co-parenting
• importance of communication & co-operation
• mutual support
• harm to children from conflict
• prepare for long term, evolving co-parent relationship
• clarity useful for parents but also need flexibility for children

• Value ADR, including mediation & settlement, but also caution
if dv, significant mental health or substance abuse issues
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Guide - Ages & Stages
• Ages, stages & schedules
• Infants 0-9mo;
• Babies 9-18 mo;
• Toddlers 18-36 mo;
• Preschool 3-5 yrs;
• Early School Age 6-9 yrs;
• Later School Age10-12 yrs;
• Early Adolesence13-15 yrs;
• Late adolescence 16-17 yrs
• Developmental Discussion, related to post-separation co-parenting
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Guide & Template: Schedules
Suggests 4 week planning cycle

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

• No presumptions
• “maximum contact” & “maximum parenting time” do NOT appear in text or
titles to Bill C-78
• Overnights may start very young if both parents are attuned and can feed, sooth
etc., but if not, start with short visits and plan for step-up over time
• If under 6, preferable not to have separations from either parent of more than
few days
• If older, more weight to views
• Possibility of switch from week-about shared custody to “home base” as school,
social or extracurricular demands increase
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Schedules: Guide discusses age related factors offers several
examples for each age

Discussion of different possibilities, considering age, needs of child, capacities of and schedule of
parents & distance between them and schools etc., other children etc. Several sample schedules on
four week grid.
“For example, for child 3-5 years, if both parents were employed outside the home at the time
of separation and were equally involved in the child’s care, it may be appropriate to have an
arrangement with roughly equal care, but not more than 3 nights away from either parent. At the
early stages of separation, the parents might consider splitting each weekend so that the child
has one full stay-at-home day and overnight with each parent as well as some weekday contact.
While this may not be the best long-term plan for the parents, it may help the child at this stage
of development. This type of arrangement may be a “2-3-2-2-3-2” schedule, with care transition
days starting at 10 am or at the end of daycare or school.”
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Parent B

Parent A

Parent A

Parent B

Parent B

Parent B

Parent A

Parent A

Parent B

Parent B

Parent A

Parent A

Parent A

Parent B

Parent B

Parent A

Parent A

Parent B

Parent B

Parent B

Parent A

Parent A

Parent B

Parent B

Parent A

Parent A

Parent A

Parent B
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Parenting Plan Template
• Guide discusses type of issues and considerations
• Template has shorter discussion, but offers sample schedules and
for may issues alternative clauses
• Also includes Sample full plan
• Emphasis on starting spot for discussions and individualization
• Word Document that any user can adapt or modify
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Basic Issues for Parenting Plan

• Statement of Principles, including communication

• Schedules, with possibility of holiday & vacation variation
• Decision-making
• Major Issues
• Education
• Extracurricular
• Health Care
• Religion
• Process for resolving disputes
• Review & Variation
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General principles
Parenting time (or a parenting schedule)
Transfers of care of the children
Long Weekends, Vacations and Special Days
Flexibility in response to unexpected events and “missed time”
Childcare (Right of first refusal)
Persons authorized to pick up and drop off the children
Children’s personal items
Scheduling extra-curricular activities
Virtual time (Telephone, texting, video calls and other contact)
Social Media
Time with other significant adults
Time with half and step-siblings
Making decisions about your child
Sharing information and communicating about the children
Medical & Dental Appointments
Buying Clothes & Sports Equipment
Religion, Culture and Ethnicity
Indigenous Heritage
Special Needs
Documents
Passports
Vacations and Travel
Restrictions on travel
Local moves
Relocation
Reviewing, monitoring and changing the parenting plan
First parenting plan review
Unanticipated changes
Family dispute resolution
Signing & Witness of Signatures

Parenting Plan
Template Topics
30
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Tensions in Making a Parenting Plan

• Getting a sense of parents & level of co-operation/conflict
• Ages & stages and number of children
• Flexibility vs Specificity
• Detail vs. Generalizations
• Deciding what NOT to address
• Regular Schedule vs. Holiday Schedule
• Provisions for change/review
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Some examples of specific clauses

This material is not intended to provide legal or other
professional advice, and neither the AFCC-Ontario nor the
drafters have any liability to users. Users are encouraged to
adapt to meet their needs and parental understandings.
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Communication between parents – Template

Parents are presumptively entitled to obtain information about their children’s health, education and
well-being directly from third parties. Despite these presumptive legal rights, parents may want to
include provisions in their parenting plan that recognize these rights (or that limit them), as this can
help ensure that third party professionals are clear about whom they can provide with information.
Information about the children
We agree to share information with each other on a regular basis about our child's welfare,
including their education and school work, medical needs, health and dental care, counselling,
extra-curricular activities and other important issues.
We agree that we may both ask for and be given information directly from the child's teachers,
other school officials, health care providers (including both doctors and dentists), and any other
person or institution involved with the child. Each parent will sign all necessary consents for the
other parent to receive such information.
We agree to use a communication binder to share information that is pertinent to the child. We
agree that we will transfer the log book with the child during these times.
We agree that we will use a mutually agreed technological calendaring schedule (like
Ourfamilywizard.com, with any fee to be split equally) to communicate and schedule events.
Communicating about the children
We agree that we will speak [indicate when or how often] by phone to discuss any issue related to
the parenting of our child. In addition, we will communicate with each other by email or text
message as needed.
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Cpmed and SAF sample clauses
Communication as Part of the Custody and Access Terms:

• Kin A+B shall inform Mother about major issues and routine matters relating to the
Child’s health, education, extracurricular activities and general welfare.
• Mother and Kin A+B shall have the same right and entitlement to information from
third parties relating to the health, education and welfare of the child without the
necessity of any release, direction or acknowledgement executed by Kin A+B and this
shall constitute sufficient release, authorization and direction to any third party for
the release of such information.
Tips and Tools For Communication:
• Mother and Kin A+B shall respond to any calls/texts/emails received as soon as
possible, and no later than 24 hours after receipt of same.
• Mother and Kin A+B shall use Our Family Wizard to communicate (subsidized)
• Mother and Kin A+B shall use a communication book that shall travel with the Child
between their homes. They shall provide update the book regularly.
• Written communications will follow the BIFF model (brief, informative, friendly and
firm) with one issue per email or text.
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Social Media

For some parents, the use of social media by the child, and use of pictures or other material about the
child on parental social media, are contentious issues that should be addressed in a parenting plan.
Other parents can deal with this on a flexible, evolving basis, and recognize the limits that they can
impose on each other. Parents also need to appreciate that as children get older, they will expect a
greater role in decision-making, and parents may not have much real control over their children’s use
of social media.
Social Media
Neither parent will post any pictures on social media of the other parent nor make any derogatory
comments about the other parent on social media.
Alternatives
Each parent may post pictures of their children on social media, which may include pictures of the
child with the other parent, but there will be no derogatory comments or embarrassing pictures
posted about the other parent on social media.
The parents agree that their child A should not have access to any social media platform until she
reaches the age of X years, and thereafter they will both monitor her social media usage to ensure
that it is safe and does not cause embarrassment to either parent.
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Concluding Thoughts About Guide & Template
• Awaiting Ontario CLRA amendments – likely to mirror Divorce Act
• Social and legal change are encouraging new approaches to
post-separation co-parenting
• Making of and revision of parenting plans through negotiation or
mediation is preferable, but CAS also has an important role
• AFCC-Ontario Parenting Plan Guide & Template, and similar resources
will be useful for lawyers, mediators, judges and other justice system
professionals in Ontario
• Useful tools, but not solutions
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CAS Case Example - Status Review

Facts: The CAS is seeking a s.102 CYFSA order placing the 12 year-old Child with MGF,
with access to Mother (who has care of 3 year-old twins). Family is getting along well,
and it is anticipated that order will go on consent.
• CAS proposed terms for POC and SAF:
• An order that the child be placed in the care and custody of the MGF.
• Access by the child to the Mother as arranged by MGF, mother and in accordance with the
Child’s wishes.

• Andrea’s proposed terms:
• An order that the child be placed in the care and custody of the MGF. The MGF will consult
with the Mother and take the Child’s views and preferences into account when major
decisions need to be made respecting the Child’s health, education and religion.
• Access by the child to the Mother as arranged by MGF, mother and in accordance with the
Child’s wishes. The current access schedule once the Covid-19 restrictions have been lifted
shall be as set out in schedule “A”.
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Schedule “A” to the SAF– April 2020
• The parties have the right to communicate with the Child at reasonable times by telephone,
skype/facetime/zoom and email/text while in residence in the home of the other.
• The Mother shall have access to the Child on the following terms unless the parties agree to
a different access schedule:
•
•
•
•

Alternate weekends from Friday after school to Sunday afternoon;
One week during the summer or two extended weekends (of 4 or 5 days each);
One week over the Christmas school break;
An additional period up to 24 hours if requested by the Child for PD days and statutory holidays that attach to the
alternate weekends; and,
• Additional time as agreed by the parties, which may include but is not limited to: (a) additional time in the
community; and (b) additional weekend time from Friday to Saturday.

• The MGF or his designate shall be responsible for transporting the Child to and from access
visits in accordance with paragraph 2.1.1 – 2.1.4 above, unless otherwise agreed.
• the Mother shall be responsible for transporting the Child to and from access visits in
accordance with paragraph 2.1.5 above, unless otherwise agreed.
• the MGF will advise the Mother once he has decided, in consultation with the Child, that she
has reached the age and maturity level to travel unaccompanied on the TTC (for part or all of
the travel). The parties acknowledge that the access schedule may change once the Child is
able to travel independently for part or all of the travel between their homes.
• The access may be suspended from time to time to provide the Child with the opportunity to
travel with the MGF or his designate, or if there is a special event she wishes to attend.
• If after taking into consideration the Child’s views and preferences the MGF and the Mother
disagree about the access, they will try to resolve the dispute through negotiation or
mediation (such as the subsidized mediation provided by Mediate393).
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Justice Gerri Wong:
Some Thoughts on the Utility of the AFCC-O Guide and
Template in Child Protection Cases
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Domestic Matters & Covid 19

• Are courts available? Yes, but generally only virtually and very limited
• Availability of court dependent on the court accessing

• Two stage process for urgent domestic matters:
a)
b)

motion requesting actual motion be heard
motion heard for the relief sought

• High threshold to meet in order for an urgent motion to be heard, there a presumption that
the status quo is to continue in relation to custody and access:
Ribeiro v. Wright, 2020 ONSC 1815, per Pazaratz J.
• Triage judge rejects motion for emergency consideration
“. . . .[t]here is a presumption that all orders should be respected and complied with.
More to the point, there is a presumption that the existing order reflects a determination that
meaningful personal contact with both parents is in the best interests of the child.”
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Covid 19 & Parenting
What type of matters are considered urgent?

Thomas v. Wohleber , 2020 ONSC 1965, Kurz J , defines urgent matters: issues relating to the safety and
well-being of children, including essential medical decision or issues relating to the wrongful removal or
retention of children., provides guidance. Concerns need to be immediate, serious, definite, and clearly
particularized in the materials.
Examples of matters considered urgent:
•

Failure to return a child after an access visit. Chrisjohn v Hillier, 2020 ONSC 2240 (J. Mitrow)

• High conflict separation; unilateral changes by a parent to the terms that increases conflict Leach v. MacDonald, 2020 ONSC
2178 (J. Madsen{)
• Protection concerns S.W-P v S.P., 2020 ONSC 1913
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Urgent motions: with a child protection
flavor
Davis v Eby 2020 ONSC 2011
• Parents had equal parenting time for an 18 month old child.
• Relevant conditions from court orders:

• Parents shall not consume or use any controlled substance or illegal substances while in a
caregiving role.
• Father to undergo hair follicle testing.
• Father to provide records from Ontario Addiction Centre.

• On March 8th, 2020 while the child was in father’s care a cousin that was in the home
overdosed. Father revived him with Narcan, and took the child immediately to the
paternal grandmother’s home. CAS involved.
• Order varied, father’s access to be supervised by the paternal grandmother.
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Non-Urgent Matter
Reitzel v Reitzel, 2020 ONSC 1977

• Parents had been separated for six months and in that time father was not exercising
access with the children; with the exception of attending occasional sporting events.
• Allegations of father physically and verbally abusing the mother and children.
• Family and Children’s Services of Waterloo Region (FACS) involved; father refused to
cooperate.
• J. Madison held the matter was not urgent
• Father could have brought motion earlier
• FACS recommended in a letter that father only have supervised access.
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CAS Matters & Covid-19

• For Child protection matters the following matters are prioritized to proceed based
on the practice directives for Ontario Courts :
•
•
•
•

place of safety hearings (s.90)
temporary care and custody hearings (s.94)
restraining orders (s. 137)
status review hearings

• Note the directives do not prioritize the commencement of protection applications
• Some courts have commenced case conferencing on matters that it has prioritized
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CAS Access – Case 1

Children’s Aid Society of the Region of Halton v. R.O., 2020 ONCJ 209
• Child was 16 month of age in Society care due to unexplained multiple bone
fractures
• At the time the Society suspended in-person access due to COVID-19 parents were
having two unsupervised visits per week in their home by two family members and
one supervised visit per week at the Society Office.
• Parents wanted supervised access reinstated in the home
• Justice S. Sullivan ordered reinstatement of the home visits with conditions,
including that only one of the kin supervise the visits. Factors considered:
• Society had no issues with the parents COVID 19 safety plan
• Parents throughout the litigation were cooperative with the Society
• Video contact is a poor substitute for in-person access visits for younger children
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CAS Access Case 2

Catholic Children’s Aid Society of Toronto v. D.A., 2020 ONCJ 206
• Due to disclosures made by both of the boys (aged 12 and 8) the mother
(and an aunt residing within the home at the time) were charged with several
counts of assault with a weapon, and with other related criminal offences. As
a result of the charges children went to stay with their father, and eventually
CCAS commenced CYFSA proceedings. Prior to COVID-19 mother had
supervised visits; visits were suspended at the time of the motion
• Mother brought a motion for unsupervised access for two boys. OCL and
CCAS consented to the orders requested by mother
• Justice Finlayson ordered:
• Day access ordered; each parent was responsible for one direction of transportation
(father by car and mother by Go Transit)
• Parents to adhere to Public Health directives re COVID-19
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Covid 19 - Advice for Protection Staff

• Stressful time for all, including children. When assisting family’s with high conflict
matters, consider:
• Previous parenting orders/agreements should presumptively be followed, with necessary
modifications
• Consider mediation; available virtually.
• Remind service recipients there will be accountability for those who exploit the situation
for self-help
• Conduct during crisis that is not child focussed will also be considered in later proceedings
• If necessary recommend service recipients access courts and provide evidence .

• When children are involved in child protection litigation consider each case
individually and determine the least restrictive access arrangement that can be
safely put into place.
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Covid 19 - Resources

• AFCC-O Parenting Plan Guide and Template https://afccontario.ca/parenting-planguide-and-template/
• AFCC-O Covid resource page https://afccontario.ca/covid-19-resource-library/
• Shmuel Stern prepared an excellent case summary and some Q & As
• AFCC Covid resource page https://www.afccnet.org/Coronavirus
Legal Advice:
• Law Society – 30 minutes free consultation with a family lawyer during Covid crisis
for urgent matters - telephone 1-800-268-7568
• Family Law Limited Scope Services Project: https://www.familylawlss.ca
Mental Health supports: check out websites of these organizations for more help • CAMH , CMHA, OPA, LFCC, AFCC, AFCC Ontario, CMHO, OAFM, PHAC, etc.
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Closing Thoughts – Matus v. Gruszcznka, 2020 ONSC 2353,paras. 15 - 16
Justice Heather McGee

• Parenting is an essential service.
• This period of crisis will pass, and when we look back, families will have a story to tell.
No one will ever forget how they spent the pandemic. Even young children will carry
the residual emotions well into adulthood. There will be a time to reflect. Did parents
step up to ease fear and disruption in their child’s life, or where they preoccupied by
their own needs? Did they take a balanced approach to their child’s overall interests, or
did they seize upon a perceived advantage? Did they react to patterns, or did they plan
for the future?
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AFCC-O NEWS

SAVE THE DATE: OCTOBER 16, 2020 – AGM AND ANNUAL CONFERENCE
STAYING CONNECTED IN A CHANGED WORLD - KEYNOTE: EL JONES – TORONTO
INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP – Includes full member benefits for three individuals
who are employed by the institution. Benefits may be shared among more than
three people from members of the same organization. Includes Family Court Review.
• Annual Dues: $390 US Funds + $45 to add Ontario Chapter
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP - Available to all professionals and others interested in
the constructive resolution of family conflict. Membership includes a subscription to
the Family Court Review, AFCC eNEWS and reduced registration rates for AFCC
conferences for the individual member and all other member benefits. Members
agree to subscribe to the mission, vision and values of AFCC.
• Annual Dues: $160 US Funds + $45 to add Ontario Chapter
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CAS Agencies at Webinar
Brant FACS

Bruce Grey Child & Family Services

CAS of Haldimand and Norfolk

FACS Waterloo

CAS of Toronto

CCAS of Toronto

CCAS of Hamilton

Chatham-Kent Children’s Services

CAS of Halton

CAS OF London & Middlesex

CAS of Oxford County

CAS of Sudbury and Manitoulin

Peel Children’s Aid Society

York Region CAS

Durham Children’s Aid Society

FACS Guelph and Wellington County

FACS of Renfrew County

Halton Children’s Aid Society

Kawartha-Haliburton CAS
Native Child and Family
Services , Toronto
Simcoe Muskoka Family
Connexions
Various Community
Organizations

Kina Gbezhgomi Child and Family
Services
North Eastern Ontario Family and
Children’s Services
CAS of Dufferin

Dnaagdawenmag Binnoojiiyag Child &
Family Services
FACS of St. Thomas and Elgin
Huron Perth Children’s Aid Society
Kunuwanimano Child and Family
Services
Sarnia-Lambton Children’s Aid
Society
Windsor Essex CAS
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Thank You!

Nicholas Bala: bala@queensu.ca
Andrea Himel: andrea.himel@rogers.com
Karen Ksienski: k.ksienski@torontoccas.org
Justice Gerri Wong
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